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The Power of I AM is the crème de la crème of the wisdom and power of I AM from Neville
Goddard, Joseph Murphy, Walter C. Lanyon, Walter Devoe, Lillian DeWaters, Emmet Fox, Ella
Wheeler, Christian D Larson, Edna Lister and Thomas Troward. No metaphysical library should
be without this book. We are sure that with each successive reading you will come to the
realization that there is truly power in the speaking of I AM and that by understanding and
applying the wisdom and principles in this book you can transform your life in ways that nothing
else could do for you. For when you learn that what you attach to your I AM, you are creating
your life, you can never go back. Become aware of the power we all possess and be amazed at
how easily you can transform your life. Come join us on Facebook. https://www.facebook.com/
ThePowerOfIAMTheBook



The Power of I AMEdited & Compiled ByDavid AllenCopyright © 2015Kindle EditionPublished
byShanon AllenCopyright © 2015 by Shanon Allen / David AllenAll rights reserved. No part of
this publication may be reproduced, distributed, or transmitted in any form or by any means,
including photocopying, recording, or other electronic or mechanical methods, without the prior
written permission of the publisher, except in the case of brief quotations embodied in critical
reviews and certain other noncommercial uses permitted by copyright law. (2)First Kindle
Edition, June 2015Also available in paperback on Ebook Library.IntroductionThe Power of I AM
is not a book to be read once and put on the shelf. It is not going to transform your life just
because you read it. If you are expecting it to reveal some sort of secret that, by just knowing it,
will transform your life, more than likely you will get very little out of it and will be extremely
disillusioned. As I have personally discovered in my own studies of metaphysics, it is not what is
contained in a book that will enlighten or illumine me, but what I apply to my life. If there is no
application of the laws or revelations contained within this book, then you will have nothing more
than a conversation piece. Only those who apply what is contained herein can hope to benefit
from its contents. Knowledge alone, while interesting and entertaining, doesn’t have the power
to change or enrich your life. It is only through the application of knowledge or any law that we
can hope to benefit from it. Ten people may read the same book and get ten different results,
and it has less to do with the book than it does with the people reading it.One person may read a
book and, without any personal experience, come to a conclusion and deny that it contains any
truth. This does not make it so, nor does it confirm what the book claims. Such a reader will not
understand what the person who has read it ten times and applied the principles for a year or
five years, or just chooses to live life as such, will understand. By following the principles within
this book, as with any metaphysical book, you alone hold the power to transform, enrich,
enlighten and illumine your life, beyond measure. Quite a courageous claim? It is true with most
metaphysical books. It solely depends on the reader how much will be garnered from any
book.As someone who has come to appreciate what metaphysics offers to anyone who is
sincerely seeking truth, it is with this in mind that this book was chosen for publication. If a reader
were to tell me he or she received nothing from reading it I would have to question if the
principles contained herein had in fact been applied and practiced. I say “question”, because
there is no way of knowing if the reader is being honest with us, or themselves. Although "The
Power of I AM" as a book is just now being revealed to the world, in the form of a compilation
from some of the more insightful teachers of the last century, I believe that all those who read it
now have a chance to see what each and every human being has had an opportunity to realize,
before them, through other sources. That is: I AM is who we are, I AM is consciousness, I AM is
Love, I AM is a gift to mankind, and I AM is the power that we all possess. If you understand this
and apply it, you will discover a new world, in which you can and do live. Once you learn The
Power of I AM you will begin to become more and more conscious of what you add to your I AM,



for what you add to your I AM with feeling will embody itself in your world. Rediscover the
meaning of I AM, that has been lost to the world.David AllenForewordI AM is our true power! I
AM is known as the lost word! The word itself was never lost, but the meaning was! The intention
of this book is to help restore that meaning and help change and transform lives! If we succeed
in changing even one life for the better then this book has been a success! We believe and are
very aware of the many books out there on metaphysics and the law of attraction but we feel this
one is quite different in that it may be what most people are seeking and possibly missing. It is
my contention that there is not one single secret to our seemingly complex lives but many.Being
positive, being loving toward all, being and feeling grateful every minute of every day for what life
has given us, avoiding negativity and judging or criticizing others or ourselves are all things that
will improve and help transform our lives. Being aware of who we are and what our words and
thoughts are creating in our circumstances of everyday life gives us an advantage over people
that simply aren’t aware of this. But we believe this book, The Power of I AM, will bring to the
reader a whole other aspect to their lives that didn’t exist prior to this book and what that means
is, we believe, you may find what was missing and preventing you from discovering a better and
brighter world beyond just positive thinking.Editors NotesThis Kindle version of The Power of I
AM is slightly different than the paperback version. I placed one quote per page rather than 2
because it looks cleaner and makes it easier to bookmark exact quotes for those that like to do
so.Depending on which font you choose on your Kindle device, the beginning of each quote is in
bold print. But even if you choose a font that doesn't show the bold print, each quote starts on its
own page to make it easier to read and less cluttered.AcknowledgmentsI would like to express
my gratitude to Andy Morsicato with whom I had many great discussions in ‘the garage’, about
metaphysics, that went on for hours. I appreciated those talks we had and the influence they had
on me. The encouragement and enthusiasm that I gathered from those discussions along with
the memories, I will cherish forever. I feel very fortunate to have had someone who could discuss
the things we did at the depth we did.I dedicate this book to our daughter Stephanie. We love
you!A very special shout out to all the 'friends' I have met online who have been a part of my
journey. There are a lot of good people in this world and I have met many of you and hope to
meet many more.A very special thank you to Kay Franklin for her help, assistance and tutorials
in showing me the ropes in Kindle book editing. It made my learning that much easier. Be sure to
check her out at.Table of ContentsIntroductionForewordEditors NotesAcknowledgmentsTable of
ContentsPart 1Part 2Part 3Part 4Part 5Part 6Part 7Part 8Part 9About David AllenBooks by David
AllenQuote resourcesPart 1There is only one Masterand this Master is God, the I AM within
themselves. “I AM the Lord thy God who led thee out of the land of darkness; out of the house of
bondage”. I AM . . your awareness, is Lord and Master and besides your awareness there is
neither Lord nor Master. You are Master of all that you will ever be aware of being. You know that
you are, do you not? Knowing that you are is the Lord and Master of that which you know that
you are. You could be completely isolated by man from that which you are conscious of being;
yet you would, in spite of all human barriers, effortlessly draw to yourself all that you were



conscious of being.Your awareness . . I AM . . is the master magicianwho conjures all things by
being that which he would conjure. This Lord and Master that you are can and does make all that
you are conscious of being appear in your world.You rise to a higher level of consciousnessby
taking your attention away from your present limitations and placing it upon that which you desire
to be. Do not attempt this in day dreaming or wishful thinking, but in a positive manner. Claim
yourself to be the thing desired. I AM That; no sacrifice, no diet, no human tricks. All that is asked
of you is to accept your desire. If you dare claim it, you will express it.I AM is that reality to which,
whatever happens, we must turn for an explanation of the phenomena of life.It is I AM's concept
of itself that determines the form and scenery of its existence. Everything depends upon its
attitude towards itself; that which it will not affirm as true of itself cannot awaken in its world. That
is, your concept of yourself, such as "I AM strong", "I AM secure", "I AM loved", determines the
world in which you live. “I AM”is the fact of existence,and to know that gives you all power. When
you have to go and tackle the "Egyptians" and your heart turns to water within you, and you say
to yourself, "I cannot do this," "I am not adequate," "There is no way," then remember your true
identity and say to the "Egyptians," "I AM hath sent me," and the road will open and you will
surmount your difficulties. Before man can transform his world, he must first lay this foundation
or understanding. “I AM the Lord and there is none else”.Man mustknow that his awarenessof
being is God. Until this is firmly established so that no suggestion or argument of others can
shake him, he will find himself returning to the slavery of his former belief. “If ye believe not that I
AM He, ye shall die in your sins”. Unless man discovers that his consciousness is the cause of
every expression of his life, he will continue seeking the cause of his confusion in the world of
effects, and so shall die in his fruitless search.Whatever youaffix to the "I AM"and believe, you
become. The "I AM" in you is God, and there is none other. "I AM" or Life, Awareness, Pure
Being, Existence, or the Real Self of you is God. It is the Only Cause. It is the Only Power making
anything in the world. Honor It; live with the feeling, "I AM Christ," all day long. Christ means the
Anointed One, the Awakened One, the Illumined One. Feel you are this Anointed One; continue
to live in that mental atmosphere; then you will draw out the Christ . . Wisdom, Power, and
Intelligence of God . . within you, and your whole world will be transformed by that Inner Light
shining in your mind. Every time you feel, "I AM the Christ"; "I AM illumined"; "I AM inspired"; you
are praying and qualifying your consciousness with the thing you are praying about, and with the
thoughts you are thinking.I camethat ye might haveLife and that ye might have it more
abundantly . . I AM the truth, the LIFE, etc. . "come unto ME" . . blending with this permanent
identity will finally defeat the "last enemy" . . and then shall we enter into a plane of manifestation
and be freed from the coming and going of this lovely truth.It is the greatest Affirmation the New
Emancipation puts on our tongue.I AM Love directed to my chosen end by thought. The stanza
which we sing, "God is Love," comes as the fulfilling of the Law. There is no longer Law for Man
but Man for Law. As Sabbath and State are for Man, so Law is now for Man, and Man becomes
the Law unto himself, even as God is Law unto his Universe. I AM LAW! Can you climb thus
high? I AM LAW! Hence forth in my freedom Nature obeys me for, I AM LAW. And, I AM LAW,



because I AM Love, for Love is the fulfilling of the Law. As soon as I recognize that I AM Love,
then I become in the universe lawless, and becoming Law I live above all Law. In this connection
do you recall Emerson's most wondrous lines, "Into the fifth himself he flings, and Conscious
Law is King of Kings."There is but one Truth, one Life, one Intelligence, one Self, one I AM,one
Presence, and I AM this. I do not speak with mind. I do not create thoughts. I speak Truth. I speak
the Word. I AM the fulfillment of that which I AM.As long as you believe in a God apart from
yourself,you will continue to transfer the power of your expression to your conceptions, forgetting
that you are the conceiver. Do you believe that the "I AM" is able to do this? Then claim ME . .
yourself . . to be that which you want to see poured out. Claim yourself to be that which you want
to be and that you shall be. Not because of masters will I give it unto you, but, because you have
recognized ME . . yourself . . to be that, I will give it unto you for I AM all things to all. Your belief in
masters is a confession of your slavery. Only slaves have masters. Change your conception of
yourself and you will, without the aid of masters or anyone else, automatically transform your
world to conform to your changed conception of yourself.We limit our prosperity by the way we
identifyourselves. This self identification can be subtle such as: “I AM only….” Be aware of what
you tie your “I AM” to. This is a powerful tool of calling the creative process into flow.There are
not two I AM’S, but one I AM.Whatever, therefore, I can conceive the Great Universal Life
Principle to be, that I AM. Let us try fully to realize what this means. Can you conceive the Great
Originating and Sustaining Life Principle of the whole universe as poor, weak, sordid, miserable,
jealous, angry, anxious, uncertain, or in any other way limited? We know that this is impossible.
Then because the I AM is one it is equally untrue of ourselves. Learn first to distinguish the true
self that you are from the mental and physical processes which it throws forth as the instruments
of its expression, and then learn that this self controls these instruments, and not vice versa. As
we advance in this knowledge we know ourselves to be unlimited, and that, in the miniature
world, whose centre we are, we ourselves are the very same overflowing of joyous livingness
that the Great Life Spirit is in the Great All. The I AM is One.If a man tries to achieve what he
wants through external means,it will forever elude him. He is a thief and a robber in the sense
that he is robbing himself of the joy of manifesting his ideal, by refusing to claim and feel its
reality mentally. He must have the mental equivalent first; then its manifestation follows. Our own
mind or consciousness . . I AM . . is the door to all expression.All I ask is that you who read these
lessons shall trythe effect upon the subconscious mind of vigorous, positive, living words. Even
though you are in the midst of poverty, sickness and sorrow, affirm the opposite. Say with all the
earnestness you can muster: I AM Rich, I AM Well, I AM Happy. Say it again and again, though
all things conspire to give the lie to your words. If you do this faithfully, just as sure as you live the
words you thus utter will fall into the subconscious mind and become there a power to work for
good in all your conditions.I AM. What is I AM? It is your true being.It is your real nature, your real
self and nobody else, because no one else can say I AM for you. Only you can say I AM. That is
your real identity, the Presence of God in you, the Indwelling Christ. That is you, and whatever
you attach to I AM with conviction, that you are and that you have.Jesus of Nazareth, who



scattered the evil with his eye,is asleep in the imagination of every man, and out of his own
imagination must man awaken him by subjectively affirming “I AM Jesus” Then and only then will
he see Jesus, for man can only see what is awake in himself.The Kabbalists tell us of "the lost
word," the word of powerwhich mankind has lost. To him who discovers this word all things are
possible. Is this mirific word really lost? Yes, and No. It is the open secret of the universe, and the
Bible gives us the key to it. It tells us, "The Word is nigh thee, even in thy mouth and in thy heart."
It is the most familiar of all words, the word which in our heart we realize as the centre of our
conscious being, and which is in our mouth a hundred times a day. It is the word "I AM."
Because I AM what I AM, I may be what I will to be. My individuality is one of the modes in which
the Infinite expresses itself, and therefore I AM myself that very power which I find to be the
innermost within of all things.To me, thus realizing the great unity of all Spirit, the infinite is not
the indefinite,for I see it to be the infinite of Myself. It is the very same I AM That I AM; and this
not by any act of uncertain favor, but by the law of polarity which is the basis of all Nature. The
law of polarity is that law according to which everything attains completion by manifesting itself
in the opposite direction to that from which it started. It is the simple law by which there can be
no inside without an outside, nor one end of a stick without an opposite end.Our subconscious
assumptions continuallyexternalize themselves that others may consciously see us as we
subconsciously see ourselves, and tell us by their actions what we have subconsciously
assumed of ourselves to be. Therefore let us assume the feeling “I AM Christ,” until our
conscious claim becomes our subconscious assumption that “We all with open face beholding
as in a glass the glory of the Lord are changed into the same image from glory to glory.” Let God
Awake and his enemies be destroyed. There is no greater prayer for man.If I strive to be master, I
shall never attain; if I aim tobe, I shall never arrive; if I look up and away to a power outside and
beyond Myself, I shall never find. Only when I know as I AM known shall I find that I, Self, the
Jesus Christ character, am Master. I, the one Life, the one Intelligence, am Spirit, Truth. I, the
one and the all, the unborn and the undying, AM the Power and the Glory, the living Reality.Our
behavior is influenced by our subconsciousassumption respecting our own social and
intellectual rank and that of the one we are addressing. Let us seek for and evoke the greatest
rank, and the noblest of all is that which disrobes man of his morality and clothes him with
uncurbed immortal glory. Let us assume the feeling “I AM Christ,” and our whole behavior will
subtly and unconsciously change in accordance with the assumption.God is I AM That I AM,
and you are I AM,and you make your destiny and your own fate by the things which you attach to
that I AM, for that is what you really believe about yourself. If you give credence to fear by saying,
"I AM afraid," then you are destroying yourself. Every time you entertain a pang of fear, or
jealousy, or a thought of criticism, every time you speak an unkind word to anyone, and much
more so if you say it about them when they are not present, you are definitely shortening and
destroying your life. You are definitely breaking down your cells. You are making your body more
sensitive to pain. Nor do we lose a grain of good. Nobody can keep it away from you. Every time
you say, "I AM one with God," you are improving your life. Every time you refuse to be bullied by



fear, every time you follow the highest you know, and put your trust in God, you are lengthening
your life, improving your health, and making it more difficult for disease to attack you.Man has
made no more important discovery than thislaw. It opens an era in human progress that
presages the realization of that New Civilization which prophets have foreseen and sages
foretold. This Law is the one Principle, present in every New Thought movement. The Law is
stated thus, I AM THAT WHICH I THINK I AM. Every person is controlled by his thoughts. The
mental attitude determines conditions of body and environment.Begin to affirm, "I AM strong. I
AM radiant. I AM happy.I AM inspired. I AM illumined. I AM loving. I AM kind. I AM harmonious."
Feel these states of mind; affirm them, and believe them; then you will begin to truly live in the
Garden of God.Creation is finished. You call your creation into being by feeling the realityof the
state you would call. A mood attracts its affinities but it does not create what it attracts. As sleep
is called by feeling “I AM sleepy,” so, too, is Jesus Christ called by the feeling, “I AM Jesus
Christ.” Man sees only himself. Nothing befalls man that is not the nature of himself. People
emerge out of the mass betraying their close affinity to your moods as they are engendered. You
meet them seemingly by accident but find they are intimates of your moods. Because your
moods continually externalize themselves you could prophesy from your moods, that you,
without search, would soon meet certain characters and encounter certain conditions. Therefore
call the perfect one into being by living in the feeling, “I AM Christ,” for Christ is the one concept
of self through which can be seen the unveiled realities of eternity.The Universe is One. This
Universe is divided, by my Consciousness,into myself and that which is not myself. This division
is purely a mental one; I make it when I say, "I AM"; this means there is a manifestation of the
Universe which I AM not. That which I AM not is named variously: God, Energy, Force, Nature,
etc. Names cannot change IT. They are names, and names are symbols only for that which is. I
AM in the Universe, not a portion of it, but I AM a manifestation of IT. Thus my recognition of Self
divides the Universe, to my consciousness, into what I call "I," which is the Within, and what I call
"Not I," which is the Without. This is the simplest of all philosophy. It is as simple as Cause and
Effect.Subjectively, as a manifestation of Unity, man is potential powerin every direction. In the
objective life he is unfolding that which he is in the subjective. Being all potential power, why
should he not affirm that power? Why limit the manifestation of the subjective "I AM" to the little
power he has heretofore manifested? There is no reason, except habit Let him say henceforth: "I
possess, and, since, by thinking I have power to direct the manifestations of the subjective life I
AM, I affirm that I AM power to do that which I desire to do!" He who will so affirm, will do. If I AM
one with the highest, I AM the highest, for God and man cannot be separated. The kingdom is
within.It does not matter what the appearances round about you are like.All things make way for
the coming of the Lord. I AM the Lord coming in the appearance of that which I AM conscious of
being. All the inhabitants of the earth cannot stay my coming or question my authority to be that
which I AM conscious that I AM.Part 2Your I AM-ness, your Consciousness, is the way in which
you change your world.Whatever you attach to I AM you become. As you affirm with feeling, I
AM illumined, inspired, loving, harmonious, peaceful, happy and strong, you will resurrect these



qualities that lie dormant within you, and wonders will happen in your life. When men and women
help you in the realization of your dreams, they are playing their part and are messengers
testifying to your beliefs and convictions. You wrote the play, and other men and women execute
the parts conforming to your concept of yourself.The Top Secret . . When you say “I AM,” you are
announcing the Presence of God within you,as explained in the third chapter of Exodus. “I AM”
means Pure Being, Life, Awareness, Self-Originating Spirit, Unconditioned Consciousness. In
other words, it is a secret to millions of people, because they don’t know that when they say “I
AM,” they are proclaiming the Presence of God within them. It is called “Om” in India, and many
chant the word “Om” as a mantra. It is important that you know the meaning of the word “Om”
before using it. In Sanskrit, mantra means an instrument of thought.Woman is a continuing
symbol throughout the Bible for this reason:Woman stands for the human soul. From a
metaphysical point of view the Woman is not just Eve, or Mary, or Jezebel, or any particular
person. Woman signifies the human soul your soul . . or as psychology expresses it, the psyche
or mind. That is represented by Woman, and the history of Woman in the Bible is the history of
your soul, and one of the keys to your destiny.The soul is not the divine part of you. This divine
part is the "I AM," "Pneuma," which we will consider later. Your soul expresses itself as your
personality, and that includes everything in the conscious and subconscious mind. So it is the
changing personality, the psyche, which is represented by Woman in the Bible.The whole of
history is really the story of the human soul, always changing, either getting better or getting
worse. It is a receptive thing . . this constant change in your thought . . as you either allow the
spiritual power, the "I AM," to govern, or you let the lower self have sway. So, WOMAN IS THE
SOUL.It is not, I will be master, but it is, I AM master. It is not, I will succeed, but it is, I AM
success. It is not, I will have health, but it is, I AM health, wholeness, perfection. I AM all life, all
intelligence, all good, all glory, for the only "I" there is, is "I AM That I AM." God, Father, Son,
Christ, Jesus, Life, I, Intelligence, Soul, Spirit, Love, Being, One, Totality, are-synonymous terms,
all meaning ,the one God, the one I AM, for besides this, there is none else.So when you say, "I
AM poor, sick or weak; I AM not one with the Creative Mind," you are using that creative power
to keep yourself away from the Infinite; and just as soon as you declare that you are one with
God, there is a rushing out to meet you, as the Father rushed out to meet the prodigal son. "The
Spirit seeketh," but as long as your mind thinks in the terms of conditions you cannot overcome.
The difficulty comes from our inability to see our own Divine nature, and its relation to the
Universe. Until we awake to the fact that we are one in nature with God, we will not find the way
of life; until we realize that our own word has the power of life we will not see the way of life; and
this brings us to the consideration of the use of the Word in our lives.There is something within
us that is greater than things,and it is our privilege to claim the power of that something now. "I
have overcome the world now, and every soul may live in Me now." That means emancipation
now for all who will receive it. Freedom is not for some other world, but for the life we are living
today. We are not required to live in tribulation at any time during present existence; the way to
complete emancipation is before us at all times. I AM the way. Whoever will transcend personal



consciousness and enter into the consciousness of “I AM” will enter that life that is not of this
world, and he will gain that power that can overcome anything that may exist in this world.Think
of the bigness of things in the universe,think of the number of grains of sand, the profusion of all
life, and never again limit anything. All is yours to use. Jesus would never have become the
Christ unless he had had the courage to say, "Behold, I AM He." You will never attain until in
some degree you are able to say the same thing of yourself.This Power that now moves through
us in its Ninth Dimension of Divine Universal Brotherhoodis invisible, dynamic and dramatic in its
ability to create from the invisible Source held within its own heart. It is self-sustaining, self-
renewing, and nothing is impossible to it. It contains the invisible Substance to mold into all outer
creations, just as the atom holds invisible Power within itself. Nothing on earth can withstand the
irresistible movement of this mighty Power or its ability to change every cell, every condition,
every thought and action into itself. It is already perfect, and it can and does absorb all
imperfections into itself as it moves, forth, undiluted by man’s ignorance and unhindered by
man’s interference. This is the Mind of God in action as man. It is a miracle. Our thinking, our
desires and our plans must change the instant we move up to where it is found. We contact this
Power when we move into our own Garden of Eden, the "I AM" center of consciousness, where
this Almighty Power of God embraces and enfolds us.If you contemplate Me, the I AM, as the
God within,then you will know that the limitations of the human personality are broken. Be still.
Let me reveal myself to you . . in a way which will cause you to know the Allness of the Kingdom
here and now.Jesus established the identity of the Father as man’s awareness of being.“I and
My Father are one, but My Father is greater than I”. I AM one with all that I AM conscious of
being. I AM greater than that which I AM aware of being. The creator is ever greater than his
creation.So long as the Word exists the thing will exist, for since the Word is All-Powerthere is
nothing beside It. “I AM That I AM, and beside me there is none other." This “I AM" is Spirit, God,
All. There is no physical explanation for anything in the universe; all causation is Spirit and all
effect spiritual. We are not living in a physical world but in a spiritual world peopled with spiritual
ideas. We are now living in Spirit.No matter how kind and useful I make my conducttoward an
individual, if in my secret heart I AM criticizing him severely and condemning him, I must expect
criticism and condemnation from others as my portion.My superconscious mind is the essence
and form of the Infinite in me.It is that part of me which is pure Divinity. In this Superconscious
Self the perfect pattern of my life is wrought. All my efforts in living a good life help to bring this
divine pattern into expression through the subconscious, out into conscious expression. That is
the purpose of my life, to bring this slumbering divinity deep within the soul of me into expression
in all my ways. This is the purpose of all life. Affirmations and efforts to do good give this divinity,
this I AM of me, a chance to express over all the negative conditions of the subconscious and
conscious parts of me.Each person is a movement of Infinity on the screen of space. You
gravitate to your parents according to the tone or mood of parents at the moment of conception.
In other words, you are the Infinite Spirit appearing as a child in the home of your parents.
Quimby said it correctly when he said, “You are a Spirit now. You were always a Spirit. When will



you cease to be a Spirit?” You are conditioned as John Jones to believe yourself to be a man,
certain age, carpenter, American, etc. Actually, you are I AM (God) appearing in the form of man
of a certain age, race and profession. It is the One Being appearing as many. Mozart’s father
didn’t have to know music. The I AM within you produces anything and everything.Commands,
to be effective, must be to oneself.“I AM That I AM” is the only effective command. “I AM the Lord
and beside Me there is none else”. You cannot command that which is not. As there is no other,
you must command yourself to be that which you would have appear."I of myself can do
nothing," . . the mind, the body,the form, the character in the dream, the picture on the screen
can do nothing. But I AM, which is All-in-all, which is without beginning and end, . . this "I" is Truth
and can do all because it is all.The Power of I AMEdited & Compiled ByDavid AllenCopyright ©
2015Kindle EditionPublished byShanon AllenThe Power of I AMEdited & Compiled ByDavid
AllenCopyright © 2015Kindle EditionPublished byShanon AllenCopyright © 2015 by Shanon
Allen / David AllenAll rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, distributed,
or transmitted in any form or by any means, including photocopying, recording, or other
electronic or mechanical methods, without the prior written permission of the publisher, except in
the case of brief quotations embodied in critical reviews and certain other noncommercial uses
permitted by copyright law. (2)First Kindle Edition, June 2015Also available in paperback on
Ebook Library.Copyright © 2015 by Shanon Allen / David AllenAll rights reserved. No part of this
publication may be reproduced, distributed, or transmitted in any form or by any means,
including photocopying, recording, or other electronic or mechanical methods, without the prior
written permission of the publisher, except in the case of brief quotations embodied in critical
reviews and certain other noncommercial uses permitted by copyright law. (2)First Kindle
Edition, June 2015Also available in paperback on Ebook Library.IntroductionThe Power of I AM
is not a book to be read once and put on the shelf. It is not going to transform your life just
because you read it. If you are expecting it to reveal some sort of secret that, by just knowing it,
will transform your life, more than likely you will get very little out of it and will be extremely
disillusioned. As I have personally discovered in my own studies of metaphysics, it is not what is
contained in a book that will enlighten or illumine me, but what I apply to my life. If there is no
application of the laws or revelations contained within this book, then you will have nothing more
than a conversation piece. Only those who apply what is contained herein can hope to benefit
from its contents. Knowledge alone, while interesting and entertaining, doesn’t have the power
to change or enrich your life. It is only through the application of knowledge or any law that we
can hope to benefit from it. Ten people may read the same book and get ten different results,
and it has less to do with the book than it does with the people reading it.One person may read a
book and, without any personal experience, come to a conclusion and deny that it contains any
truth. This does not make it so, nor does it confirm what the book claims. Such a reader will not
understand what the person who has read it ten times and applied the principles for a year or
five years, or just chooses to live life as such, will understand. By following the principles within
this book, as with any metaphysical book, you alone hold the power to transform, enrich,



enlighten and illumine your life, beyond measure. Quite a courageous claim? It is true with most
metaphysical books. It solely depends on the reader how much will be garnered from any
book.As someone who has come to appreciate what metaphysics offers to anyone who is
sincerely seeking truth, it is with this in mind that this book was chosen for publication. If a reader
were to tell me he or she received nothing from reading it I would have to question if the
principles contained herein had in fact been applied and practiced. I say “question”, because
there is no way of knowing if the reader is being honest with us, or themselves. Although "The
Power of I AM" as a book is just now being revealed to the world, in the form of a compilation
from some of the more insightful teachers of the last century, I believe that all those who read it
now have a chance to see what each and every human being has had an opportunity to realize,
before them, through other sources. That is: I AM is who we are, I AM is consciousness, I AM is
Love, I AM is a gift to mankind, and I AM is the power that we all possess. If you understand this
and apply it, you will discover a new world, in which you can and do live. Once you learn The
Power of I AM you will begin to become more and more conscious of what you add to your I AM,
for what you add to your I AM with feeling will embody itself in your world. Rediscover the
meaning of I AM, that has been lost to the world.David AllenIntroductionThe Power of I AM is not
a book to be read once and put on the shelf. It is not going to transform your life just because you
read it. If you are expecting it to reveal some sort of secret that, by just knowing it, will transform
your life, more than likely you will get very little out of it and will be extremely disillusioned. As I
have personally discovered in my own studies of metaphysics, it is not what is contained in a
book that will enlighten or illumine me, but what I apply to my life. If there is no application of the
laws or revelations contained within this book, then you will have nothing more than a
conversation piece. Only those who apply what is contained herein can hope to benefit from its
contents. Knowledge alone, while interesting and entertaining, doesn’t have the power to
change or enrich your life. It is only through the application of knowledge or any law that we can
hope to benefit from it. Ten people may read the same book and get ten different results, and it
has less to do with the book than it does with the people reading it.One person may read a book
and, without any personal experience, come to a conclusion and deny that it contains any truth.
This does not make it so, nor does it confirm what the book claims. Such a reader will not
understand what the person who has read it ten times and applied the principles for a year or
five years, or just chooses to live life as such, will understand. By following the principles within
this book, as with any metaphysical book, you alone hold the power to transform, enrich,
enlighten and illumine your life, beyond measure. Quite a courageous claim? It is true with most
metaphysical books. It solely depends on the reader how much will be garnered from any
book.As someone who has come to appreciate what metaphysics offers to anyone who is
sincerely seeking truth, it is with this in mind that this book was chosen for publication. If a reader
were to tell me he or she received nothing from reading it I would have to question if the
principles contained herein had in fact been applied and practiced. I say “question”, because
there is no way of knowing if the reader is being honest with us, or themselves. Although "The



Power of I AM" as a book is just now being revealed to the world, in the form of a compilation
from some of the more insightful teachers of the last century, I believe that all those who read it
now have a chance to see what each and every human being has had an opportunity to realize,
before them, through other sources. That is: I AM is who we are, I AM is consciousness, I AM is
Love, I AM is a gift to mankind, and I AM is the power that we all possess. If you understand this
and apply it, you will discover a new world, in which you can and do live. Once you learn The
Power of I AM you will begin to become more and more conscious of what you add to your I AM,
for what you add to your I AM with feeling will embody itself in your world. Rediscover the
meaning of I AM, that has been lost to the world.David AllenForewordI AM is our true power! I
AM is known as the lost word! The word itself was never lost, but the meaning was! The intention
of this book is to help restore that meaning and help change and transform lives! If we succeed
in changing even one life for the better then this book has been a success! We believe and are
very aware of the many books out there on metaphysics and the law of attraction but we feel this
one is quite different in that it may be what most people are seeking and possibly missing. It is
my contention that there is not one single secret to our seemingly complex lives but many.Being
positive, being loving toward all, being and feeling grateful every minute of every day for what life
has given us, avoiding negativity and judging or criticizing others or ourselves are all things that
will improve and help transform our lives. Being aware of who we are and what our words and
thoughts are creating in our circumstances of everyday life gives us an advantage over people
that simply aren’t aware of this. But we believe this book, The Power of I AM, will bring to the
reader a whole other aspect to their lives that didn’t exist prior to this book and what that means
is, we believe, you may find what was missing and preventing you from discovering a better and
brighter world beyond just positive thinking.ForewordI AM is our true power! I AM is known as
the lost word! The word itself was never lost, but the meaning was! The intention of this book is
to help restore that meaning and help change and transform lives! If we succeed in changing
even one life for the better then this book has been a success! We believe and are very aware of
the many books out there on metaphysics and the law of attraction but we feel this one is quite
different in that it may be what most people are seeking and possibly missing. It is my contention
that there is not one single secret to our seemingly complex lives but many.Being positive, being
loving toward all, being and feeling grateful every minute of every day for what life has given us,
avoiding negativity and judging or criticizing others or ourselves are all things that will improve
and help transform our lives. Being aware of who we are and what our words and thoughts are
creating in our circumstances of everyday life gives us an advantage over people that simply
aren’t aware of this. But we believe this book, The Power of I AM, will bring to the reader a whole
other aspect to their lives that didn’t exist prior to this book and what that means is, we believe,
you may find what was missing and preventing you from discovering a better and brighter world
beyond just positive thinking.Editors NotesThis Kindle version of The Power of I AM is slightly
different than the paperback version. I placed one quote per page rather than 2 because it looks
cleaner and makes it easier to bookmark exact quotes for those that like to do so.Depending on



which font you choose on your Kindle device, the beginning of each quote is in bold print. But
even if you choose a font that doesn't show the bold print, each quote starts on its own page to
make it easier to read and less cluttered.Editors NotesThis Kindle version of The Power of I AM
is slightly different than the paperback version. I placed one quote per page rather than 2
because it looks cleaner and makes it easier to bookmark exact quotes for those that like to do
so.Depending on which font you choose on your Kindle device, the beginning of each quote is in
bold print. But even if you choose a font that doesn't show the bold print, each quote starts on its
own page to make it easier to read and less cluttered.AcknowledgmentsI would like to express
my gratitude to Andy Morsicato with whom I had many great discussions in ‘the garage’, about
metaphysics, that went on for hours. I appreciated those talks we had and the influence they had
on me. The encouragement and enthusiasm that I gathered from those discussions along with
the memories, I will cherish forever. I feel very fortunate to have had someone who could discuss
the things we did at the depth we did.I dedicate this book to our daughter Stephanie. We love
you!A very special shout out to all the 'friends' I have met online who have been a part of my
journey. There are a lot of good people in this world and I have met many of you and hope to
meet many more.A very special thank you to Kay Franklin for her help, assistance and tutorials
in showing me the ropes in Kindle book editing. It made my learning that much easier. Be sure to
check her out at.AcknowledgmentsI would like to express my gratitude to Andy Morsicato with
whom I had many great discussions in ‘the garage’, about metaphysics, that went on for hours. I
appreciated those talks we had and the influence they had on me. The encouragement and
enthusiasm that I gathered from those discussions along with the memories, I will cherish
forever. I feel very fortunate to have had someone who could discuss the things we did at the
depth we did.I dedicate this book to our daughter Stephanie. We love you!A very special shout
out to all the 'friends' I have met online who have been a part of my journey. There are a lot of
good people in this world and I have met many of you and hope to meet many more.A very
special thank you to Kay Franklin for her help, assistance and tutorials in showing me the ropes
in Kindle book editing. It made my learning that much easier. Be sure to check her out at.Table of
ContentsIntroductionForewordEditors NotesAcknowledgmentsTable of ContentsPart 1Part 2Part
3Part 4Part 5Part 6Part 7Part 8Part 9About David AllenBooks by David AllenQuote
resourcesTable of ContentsIntroductionForewordEditors NotesAcknowledgmentsTable of
ContentsPart 1Part 2Part 3Part 4Part 5Part 6Part 7Part 8Part 9About David AllenBooks by David
AllenQuote resourcesPart 1There is only one Masterand this Master is God, the I AM within
themselves. “I AM the Lord thy God who led thee out of the land of darkness; out of the house of
bondage”. I AM . . your awareness, is Lord and Master and besides your awareness there is
neither Lord nor Master. You are Master of all that you will ever be aware of being. You know that
you are, do you not? Knowing that you are is the Lord and Master of that which you know that
you are. You could be completely isolated by man from that which you are conscious of being;
yet you would, in spite of all human barriers, effortlessly draw to yourself all that you were
conscious of being.Part 1There is only one Masterand this Master is God, the I AM within



themselves. “I AM the Lord thy God who led thee out of the land of darkness; out of the house of
bondage”. I AM . . your awareness, is Lord and Master and besides your awareness there is
neither Lord nor Master. You are Master of all that you will ever be aware of being. You know that
you are, do you not? Knowing that you are is the Lord and Master of that which you know that
you are. You could be completely isolated by man from that which you are conscious of being;
yet you would, in spite of all human barriers, effortlessly draw to yourself all that you were
conscious of being.Your awareness . . I AM . . is the master magicianwho conjures all things by
being that which he would conjure. This Lord and Master that you are can and does make all that
you are conscious of being appear in your world.Your awareness . . I AM . . is the master
magicianwho conjures all things by being that which he would conjure. This Lord and Master that
you are can and does make all that you are conscious of being appear in your world.You rise to a
higher level of consciousnessby taking your attention away from your present limitations and
placing it upon that which you desire to be. Do not attempt this in day dreaming or wishful
thinking, but in a positive manner. Claim yourself to be the thing desired. I AM That; no sacrifice,
no diet, no human tricks. All that is asked of you is to accept your desire. If you dare claim it, you
will express it.You rise to a higher level of consciousnessby taking your attention away from your
present limitations and placing it upon that which you desire to be. Do not attempt this in day
dreaming or wishful thinking, but in a positive manner. Claim yourself to be the thing desired. I
AM That; no sacrifice, no diet, no human tricks. All that is asked of you is to accept your desire. If
you dare claim it, you will express it.I AM is that reality to which, whatever happens, we must turn
for an explanation of the phenomena of life.It is I AM's concept of itself that determines the form
and scenery of its existence. Everything depends upon its attitude towards itself; that which it will
not affirm as true of itself cannot awaken in its world. That is, your concept of yourself, such as "I
AM strong", "I AM secure", "I AM loved", determines the world in which you live. I AM is that
reality to which, whatever happens, we must turn for an explanation of the phenomena of life.It is
I AM's concept of itself that determines the form and scenery of its existence. Everything
depends upon its attitude towards itself; that which it will not affirm as true of itself cannot
awaken in its world. That is, your concept of yourself, such as "I AM strong", "I AM secure", "I AM
loved", determines the world in which you live. “I AM”is the fact of existence,and to know that
gives you all power. When you have to go and tackle the "Egyptians" and your heart turns to
water within you, and you say to yourself, "I cannot do this," "I am not adequate," "There is no
way," then remember your true identity and say to the "Egyptians," "I AM hath sent me," and the
road will open and you will surmount your difficulties. Before man can transform his world, he
must first lay this foundation or understanding. “I AM the Lord and there is none else”.“I AM”is
the fact of existence,and to know that gives you all power. When you have to go and tackle the
"Egyptians" and your heart turns to water within you, and you say to yourself, "I cannot do this," "I
am not adequate," "There is no way," then remember your true identity and say to the
"Egyptians," "I AM hath sent me," and the road will open and you will surmount your difficulties.
Before man can transform his world, he must first lay this foundation or understanding. “I AM the



Lord and there is none else”.Man mustknow that his awarenessof being is God. Until this is
firmly established so that no suggestion or argument of others can shake him, he will find
himself returning to the slavery of his former belief. “If ye believe not that I AM He, ye shall die in
your sins”. Unless man discovers that his consciousness is the cause of every expression of his
life, he will continue seeking the cause of his confusion in the world of effects, and so shall die in
his fruitless search.Man mustknow that his awarenessof being is God. Until this is firmly
established so that no suggestion or argument of others can shake him, he will find himself
returning to the slavery of his former belief. “If ye believe not that I AM He, ye shall die in your
sins”. Unless man discovers that his consciousness is the cause of every expression of his life,
he will continue seeking the cause of his confusion in the world of effects, and so shall die in his
fruitless search.Whatever youaffix to the "I AM"and believe, you become. The "I AM" in you is
God, and there is none other. "I AM" or Life, Awareness, Pure Being, Existence, or the Real Self
of you is God. It is the Only Cause. It is the Only Power making anything in the world. Honor It;
live with the feeling, "I AM Christ," all day long. Christ means the Anointed One, the Awakened
One, the Illumined One. Feel you are this Anointed One; continue to live in that mental
atmosphere; then you will draw out the Christ . . Wisdom, Power, and Intelligence of God . . within
you, and your whole world will be transformed by that Inner Light shining in your mind. Every
time you feel, "I AM the Christ"; "I AM illumined"; "I AM inspired"; you are praying and qualifying
your consciousness with the thing you are praying about, and with the thoughts you are
thinking.Whatever youaffix to the "I AM"and believe, you become. The "I AM" in you is God, and
there is none other. "I AM" or Life, Awareness, Pure Being, Existence, or the Real Self of you is
God. It is the Only Cause. It is the Only Power making anything in the world. Honor It; live with the
feeling, "I AM Christ," all day long. Christ means the Anointed One, the Awakened One, the
Illumined One. Feel you are this Anointed One; continue to live in that mental atmosphere; then
you will draw out the Christ . . Wisdom, Power, and Intelligence of God . . within you, and your
whole world will be transformed by that Inner Light shining in your mind. Every time you feel, "I
AM the Christ"; "I AM illumined"; "I AM inspired"; you are praying and qualifying your
consciousness with the thing you are praying about, and with the thoughts you are thinking.I
camethat ye might haveLife and that ye might have it more abundantly . . I AM the truth, the LIFE,
etc. . "come unto ME" . . blending with this permanent identity will finally defeat the "last
enemy" . . and then shall we enter into a plane of manifestation and be freed from the coming
and going of this lovely truth.I camethat ye might haveLife and that ye might have it more
abundantly . . I AM the truth, the LIFE, etc. . "come unto ME" . . blending with this permanent
identity will finally defeat the "last enemy" . . and then shall we enter into a plane of manifestation
and be freed from the coming and going of this lovely truth.It is the greatest Affirmation the New
Emancipation puts on our tongue.I AM Love directed to my chosen end by thought. The stanza
which we sing, "God is Love," comes as the fulfilling of the Law. There is no longer Law for Man
but Man for Law. As Sabbath and State are for Man, so Law is now for Man, and Man becomes
the Law unto himself, even as God is Law unto his Universe. I AM LAW! Can you climb thus



high? I AM LAW! Hence forth in my freedom Nature obeys me for, I AM LAW. And, I AM LAW,
because I AM Love, for Love is the fulfilling of the Law. As soon as I recognize that I AM Love,
then I become in the universe lawless, and becoming Law I live above all Law. In this connection
do you recall Emerson's most wondrous lines, "Into the fifth himself he flings, and Conscious
Law is King of Kings."It is the greatest Affirmation the New Emancipation puts on our tongue.I
AM Love directed to my chosen end by thought. The stanza which we sing, "God is Love,"
comes as the fulfilling of the Law. There is no longer Law for Man but Man for Law. As Sabbath
and State are for Man, so Law is now for Man, and Man becomes the Law unto himself, even as
God is Law unto his Universe. I AM LAW! Can you climb thus high? I AM LAW! Hence forth in my
freedom Nature obeys me for, I AM LAW. And, I AM LAW, because I AM Love, for Love is the
fulfilling of the Law. As soon as I recognize that I AM Love, then I become in the universe
lawless, and becoming Law I live above all Law. In this connection do you recall Emerson's most
wondrous lines, "Into the fifth himself he flings, and Conscious Law is King of Kings."There is but
one Truth, one Life, one Intelligence, one Self, one I AM,one Presence, and I AM this. I do not
speak with mind. I do not create thoughts. I speak Truth. I speak the Word. I AM the fulfillment of
that which I AM.There is but one Truth, one Life, one Intelligence, one Self, one I AM,one
Presence, and I AM this. I do not speak with mind. I do not create thoughts. I speak Truth. I speak
the Word. I AM the fulfillment of that which I AM.As long as you believe in a God apart from
yourself,you will continue to transfer the power of your expression to your conceptions, forgetting
that you are the conceiver. Do you believe that the "I AM" is able to do this? Then claim ME . .
yourself . . to be that which you want to see poured out. Claim yourself to be that which you want
to be and that you shall be. Not because of masters will I give it unto you, but, because you have
recognized ME . . yourself . . to be that, I will give it unto you for I AM all things to all. Your belief in
masters is a confession of your slavery. Only slaves have masters. Change your conception of
yourself and you will, without the aid of masters or anyone else, automatically transform your
world to conform to your changed conception of yourself.As long as you believe in a God apart
from yourself,you will continue to transfer the power of your expression to your conceptions,
forgetting that you are the conceiver. Do you believe that the "I AM" is able to do this? Then claim
ME . . yourself . . to be that which you want to see poured out. Claim yourself to be that which you
want to be and that you shall be. Not because of masters will I give it unto you, but, because you
have recognized ME . . yourself . . to be that, I will give it unto you for I AM all things to all. Your
belief in masters is a confession of your slavery. Only slaves have masters. Change your
conception of yourself and you will, without the aid of masters or anyone else, automatically
transform your world to conform to your changed conception of yourself.We limit our prosperity
by the way we identifyourselves. This self identification can be subtle such as: “I AM only….” Be
aware of what you tie your “I AM” to. This is a powerful tool of calling the creative process into
flow.We limit our prosperity by the way we identifyourselves. This self identification can be subtle
such as: “I AM only….” Be aware of what you tie your “I AM” to. This is a powerful tool of calling
the creative process into flow.There are not two I AM’S, but one I AM.Whatever, therefore, I can



conceive the Great Universal Life Principle to be, that I AM. Let us try fully to realize what this
means. Can you conceive the Great Originating and Sustaining Life Principle of the whole
universe as poor, weak, sordid, miserable, jealous, angry, anxious, uncertain, or in any other way
limited? We know that this is impossible. Then because the I AM is one it is equally untrue of
ourselves. Learn first to distinguish the true self that you are from the mental and physical
processes which it throws forth as the instruments of its expression, and then learn that this self
controls these instruments, and not vice versa. As we advance in this knowledge we know
ourselves to be unlimited, and that, in the miniature world, whose centre we are, we ourselves
are the very same overflowing of joyous livingness that the Great Life Spirit is in the Great All.
The I AM is One.There are not two I AM’S, but one I AM.Whatever, therefore, I can conceive the
Great Universal Life Principle to be, that I AM. Let us try fully to realize what this means. Can you
conceive the Great Originating and Sustaining Life Principle of the whole universe as poor,
weak, sordid, miserable, jealous, angry, anxious, uncertain, or in any other way limited? We
know that this is impossible. Then because the I AM is one it is equally untrue of ourselves.
Learn first to distinguish the true self that you are from the mental and physical processes which
it throws forth as the instruments of its expression, and then learn that this self controls these
instruments, and not vice versa. As we advance in this knowledge we know ourselves to be
unlimited, and that, in the miniature world, whose centre we are, we ourselves are the very same
overflowing of joyous livingness that the Great Life Spirit is in the Great All. The I AM is One.If a
man tries to achieve what he wants through external means,it will forever elude him. He is a thief
and a robber in the sense that he is robbing himself of the joy of manifesting his ideal, by
refusing to claim and feel its reality mentally. He must have the mental equivalent first; then its
manifestation follows. Our own mind or consciousness . . I AM . . is the door to all expression.If a
man tries to achieve what he wants through external means,it will forever elude him. He is a thief
and a robber in the sense that he is robbing himself of the joy of manifesting his ideal, by
refusing to claim and feel its reality mentally. He must have the mental equivalent first; then its
manifestation follows. Our own mind or consciousness . . I AM . . is the door to all expression.All I
ask is that you who read these lessons shall trythe effect upon the subconscious mind of
vigorous, positive, living words. Even though you are in the midst of poverty, sickness and
sorrow, affirm the opposite. Say with all the earnestness you can muster: I AM Rich, I AM Well, I
AM Happy. Say it again and again, though all things conspire to give the lie to your words. If you
do this faithfully, just as sure as you live the words you thus utter will fall into the subconscious
mind and become there a power to work for good in all your conditions.All I ask is that you who
read these lessons shall trythe effect upon the subconscious mind of vigorous, positive, living
words. Even though you are in the midst of poverty, sickness and sorrow, affirm the opposite.
Say with all the earnestness you can muster: I AM Rich, I AM Well, I AM Happy. Say it again and
again, though all things conspire to give the lie to your words. If you do this faithfully, just as sure
as you live the words you thus utter will fall into the subconscious mind and become there a
power to work for good in all your conditions.I AM. What is I AM? It is your true being.It is your



real nature, your real self and nobody else, because no one else can say I AM for you. Only you
can say I AM. That is your real identity, the Presence of God in you, the Indwelling Christ. That is
you, and whatever you attach to I AM with conviction, that you are and that you have.I AM. What
is I AM? It is your true being.It is your real nature, your real self and nobody else, because no
one else can say I AM for you. Only you can say I AM. That is your real identity, the Presence of
God in you, the Indwelling Christ. That is you, and whatever you attach to I AM with conviction,
that you are and that you have.Jesus of Nazareth, who scattered the evil with his eye,is asleep in
the imagination of every man, and out of his own imagination must man awaken him by
subjectively affirming “I AM Jesus” Then and only then will he see Jesus, for man can only see
what is awake in himself.Jesus of Nazareth, who scattered the evil with his eye,is asleep in the
imagination of every man, and out of his own imagination must man awaken him by subjectively
affirming “I AM Jesus” Then and only then will he see Jesus, for man can only see what is awake
in himself.The Kabbalists tell us of "the lost word," the word of powerwhich mankind has lost. To
him who discovers this word all things are possible. Is this mirific word really lost? Yes, and No. It
is the open secret of the universe, and the Bible gives us the key to it. It tells us, "The Word is
nigh thee, even in thy mouth and in thy heart." It is the most familiar of all words, the word which
in our heart we realize as the centre of our conscious being, and which is in our mouth a
hundred times a day. It is the word "I AM." Because I AM what I AM, I may be what I will to be. My
individuality is one of the modes in which the Infinite expresses itself, and therefore I AM myself
that very power which I find to be the innermost within of all things.The Kabbalists tell us of "the
lost word," the word of powerwhich mankind has lost. To him who discovers this word all things
are possible. Is this mirific word really lost? Yes, and No. It is the open secret of the universe, and
the Bible gives us the key to it. It tells us, "The Word is nigh thee, even in thy mouth and in thy
heart." It is the most familiar of all words, the word which in our heart we realize as the centre of
our conscious being, and which is in our mouth a hundred times a day. It is the word "I AM."
Because I AM what I AM, I may be what I will to be. My individuality is one of the modes in which
the Infinite expresses itself, and therefore I AM myself that very power which I find to be the
innermost within of all things.To me, thus realizing the great unity of all Spirit, the infinite is not
the indefinite,for I see it to be the infinite of Myself. It is the very same I AM That I AM; and this
not by any act of uncertain favor, but by the law of polarity which is the basis of all Nature. The
law of polarity is that law according to which everything attains completion by manifesting itself
in the opposite direction to that from which it started. It is the simple law by which there can be
no inside without an outside, nor one end of a stick without an opposite end.To me, thus
realizing the great unity of all Spirit, the infinite is not the indefinite,for I see it to be the infinite of
Myself. It is the very same I AM That I AM; and this not by any act of uncertain favor, but by the
law of polarity which is the basis of all Nature. The law of polarity is that law according to which
everything attains completion by manifesting itself in the opposite direction to that from which it
started. It is the simple law by which there can be no inside without an outside, nor one end of a
stick without an opposite end.Our subconscious assumptions continuallyexternalize themselves



that others may consciously see us as we subconsciously see ourselves, and tell us by their
actions what we have subconsciously assumed of ourselves to be. Therefore let us assume the
feeling “I AM Christ,” until our conscious claim becomes our subconscious assumption that “We
all with open face beholding as in a glass the glory of the Lord are changed into the same image
from glory to glory.” Let God Awake and his enemies be destroyed. There is no greater prayer for
man.Our subconscious assumptions continuallyexternalize themselves that others may
consciously see us as we subconsciously see ourselves, and tell us by their actions what we
have subconsciously assumed of ourselves to be. Therefore let us assume the feeling “I AM
Christ,” until our conscious claim becomes our subconscious assumption that “We all with open
face beholding as in a glass the glory of the Lord are changed into the same image from glory to
glory.” Let God Awake and his enemies be destroyed. There is no greater prayer for man.If I
strive to be master, I shall never attain; if I aim tobe, I shall never arrive; if I look up and away to a
power outside and beyond Myself, I shall never find. Only when I know as I AM known shall I find
that I, Self, the Jesus Christ character, am Master. I, the one Life, the one Intelligence, am Spirit,
Truth. I, the one and the all, the unborn and the undying, AM the Power and the Glory, the living
Reality.If I strive to be master, I shall never attain; if I aim tobe, I shall never arrive; if I look up and
away to a power outside and beyond Myself, I shall never find. Only when I know as I AM known
shall I find that I, Self, the Jesus Christ character, am Master. I, the one Life, the one Intelligence,
am Spirit, Truth. I, the one and the all, the unborn and the undying, AM the Power and the Glory,
the living Reality.Our behavior is influenced by our subconsciousassumption respecting our own
social and intellectual rank and that of the one we are addressing. Let us seek for and evoke the
greatest rank, and the noblest of all is that which disrobes man of his morality and clothes him
with uncurbed immortal glory. Let us assume the feeling “I AM Christ,” and our whole behavior
will subtly and unconsciously change in accordance with the assumption.Our behavior is
influenced by our subconsciousassumption respecting our own social and intellectual rank and
that of the one we are addressing. Let us seek for and evoke the greatest rank, and the noblest
of all is that which disrobes man of his morality and clothes him with uncurbed immortal glory.
Let us assume the feeling “I AM Christ,” and our whole behavior will subtly and unconsciously
change in accordance with the assumption.God is I AM That I AM, and you are I AM,and you
make your destiny and your own fate by the things which you attach to that I AM, for that is what
you really believe about yourself. If you give credence to fear by saying, "I AM afraid," then you
are destroying yourself. Every time you entertain a pang of fear, or jealousy, or a thought of
criticism, every time you speak an unkind word to anyone, and much more so if you say it about
them when they are not present, you are definitely shortening and destroying your life. You are
definitely breaking down your cells. You are making your body more sensitive to pain. Nor do we
lose a grain of good. Nobody can keep it away from you. Every time you say, "I AM one with
God," you are improving your life. Every time you refuse to be bullied by fear, every time you
follow the highest you know, and put your trust in God, you are lengthening your life, improving
your health, and making it more difficult for disease to attack you.God is I AM That I AM, and you



are I AM,and you make your destiny and your own fate by the things which you attach to that I
AM, for that is what you really believe about yourself. If you give credence to fear by saying, "I
AM afraid," then you are destroying yourself. Every time you entertain a pang of fear, or jealousy,
or a thought of criticism, every time you speak an unkind word to anyone, and much more so if
you say it about them when they are not present, you are definitely shortening and destroying
your life. You are definitely breaking down your cells. You are making your body more sensitive to
pain. Nor do we lose a grain of good. Nobody can keep it away from you. Every time you say, "I
AM one with God," you are improving your life. Every time you refuse to be bullied by fear, every
time you follow the highest you know, and put your trust in God, you are lengthening your life,
improving your health, and making it more difficult for disease to attack you.Man has made no
more important discovery than thislaw. It opens an era in human progress that presages the
realization of that New Civilization which prophets have foreseen and sages foretold. This Law is
the one Principle, present in every New Thought movement. The Law is stated thus, I AM THAT
WHICH I THINK I AM. Every person is controlled by his thoughts. The mental attitude
determines conditions of body and environment.Man has made no more important discovery
than thislaw. It opens an era in human progress that presages the realization of that New
Civilization which prophets have foreseen and sages foretold. This Law is the one Principle,
present in every New Thought movement. The Law is stated thus, I AM THAT WHICH I THINK I
AM. Every person is controlled by his thoughts. The mental attitude determines conditions of
body and environment.Begin to affirm, "I AM strong. I AM radiant. I AM happy.I AM inspired. I AM
illumined. I AM loving. I AM kind. I AM harmonious." Feel these states of mind; affirm them, and
believe them; then you will begin to truly live in the Garden of God.Begin to affirm, "I AM strong. I
AM radiant. I AM happy.I AM inspired. I AM illumined. I AM loving. I AM kind. I AM harmonious."
Feel these states of mind; affirm them, and believe them; then you will begin to truly live in the
Garden of God.Creation is finished. You call your creation into being by feeling the realityof the
state you would call. A mood attracts its affinities but it does not create what it attracts. As sleep
is called by feeling “I AM sleepy,” so, too, is Jesus Christ called by the feeling, “I AM Jesus
Christ.” Man sees only himself. Nothing befalls man that is not the nature of himself. People
emerge out of the mass betraying their close affinity to your moods as they are engendered. You
meet them seemingly by accident but find they are intimates of your moods. Because your
moods continually externalize themselves you could prophesy from your moods, that you,
without search, would soon meet certain characters and encounter certain conditions. Therefore
call the perfect one into being by living in the feeling, “I AM Christ,” for Christ is the one concept
of self through which can be seen the unveiled realities of eternity.Creation is finished. You call
your creation into being by feeling the realityof the state you would call. A mood attracts its
affinities but it does not create what it attracts. As sleep is called by feeling “I AM sleepy,” so, too,
is Jesus Christ called by the feeling, “I AM Jesus Christ.” Man sees only himself. Nothing befalls
man that is not the nature of himself. People emerge out of the mass betraying their close affinity
to your moods as they are engendered. You meet them seemingly by accident but find they are



intimates of your moods. Because your moods continually externalize themselves you could
prophesy from your moods, that you, without search, would soon meet certain characters and
encounter certain conditions. Therefore call the perfect one into being by living in the feeling, “I
AM Christ,” for Christ is the one concept of self through which can be seen the unveiled realities
of eternity.The Universe is One. This Universe is divided, by my Consciousness,into myself and
that which is not myself. This division is purely a mental one; I make it when I say, "I AM"; this
means there is a manifestation of the Universe which I AM not. That which I AM not is named
variously: God, Energy, Force, Nature, etc. Names cannot change IT. They are names, and
names are symbols only for that which is. I AM in the Universe, not a portion of it, but I AM a
manifestation of IT. Thus my recognition of Self divides the Universe, to my consciousness, into
what I call "I," which is the Within, and what I call "Not I," which is the Without. This is the
simplest of all philosophy. It is as simple as Cause and Effect.The Universe is One. This
Universe is divided, by my Consciousness,into myself and that which is not myself. This division
is purely a mental one; I make it when I say, "I AM"; this means there is a manifestation of the
Universe which I AM not. That which I AM not is named variously: God, Energy, Force, Nature,
etc. Names cannot change IT. They are names, and names are symbols only for that which is. I
AM in the Universe, not a portion of it, but I AM a manifestation of IT. Thus my recognition of Self
divides the Universe, to my consciousness, into what I call "I," which is the Within, and what I call
"Not I," which is the Without. This is the simplest of all philosophy. It is as simple as Cause and
Effect.Subjectively, as a manifestation of Unity, man is potential powerin every direction. In the
objective life he is unfolding that which he is in the subjective. Being all potential power, why
should he not affirm that power? Why limit the manifestation of the subjective "I AM" to the little
power he has heretofore manifested? There is no reason, except habit Let him say henceforth: "I
possess, and, since, by thinking I have power to direct the manifestations of the subjective life I
AM, I affirm that I AM power to do that which I desire to do!" He who will so affirm, will do. If I AM
one with the highest, I AM the highest, for God and man cannot be separated. The kingdom is
within.Subjectively, as a manifestation of Unity, man is potential powerin every direction. In the
objective life he is unfolding that which he is in the subjective. Being all potential power, why
should he not affirm that power? Why limit the manifestation of the subjective "I AM" to the little
power he has heretofore manifested? There is no reason, except habit Let him say henceforth: "I
possess, and, since, by thinking I have power to direct the manifestations of the subjective life I
AM, I affirm that I AM power to do that which I desire to do!" He who will so affirm, will do. If I AM
one with the highest, I AM the highest, for God and man cannot be separated. The kingdom is
within.It does not matter what the appearances round about you are like.All things make way for
the coming of the Lord. I AM the Lord coming in the appearance of that which I AM conscious of
being. All the inhabitants of the earth cannot stay my coming or question my authority to be that
which I AM conscious that I AM.It does not matter what the appearances round about you are
like.All things make way for the coming of the Lord. I AM the Lord coming in the appearance of
that which I AM conscious of being. All the inhabitants of the earth cannot stay my coming or



question my authority to be that which I AM conscious that I AM.Part 2Your I AM-ness, your
Consciousness, is the way in which you change your world.Whatever you attach to I AM you
become. As you affirm with feeling, I AM illumined, inspired, loving, harmonious, peaceful, happy
and strong, you will resurrect these qualities that lie dormant within you, and wonders will
happen in your life. When men and women help you in the realization of your dreams, they are
playing their part and are messengers testifying to your beliefs and convictions. You wrote the
play, and other men and women execute the parts conforming to your concept of yourself.Part
2Your I AM-ness, your Consciousness, is the way in which you change your world.Whatever you
attach to I AM you become. As you affirm with feeling, I AM illumined, inspired, loving,
harmonious, peaceful, happy and strong, you will resurrect these qualities that lie dormant within
you, and wonders will happen in your life. When men and women help you in the realization of
your dreams, they are playing their part and are messengers testifying to your beliefs and
convictions. You wrote the play, and other men and women execute the parts conforming to your
concept of yourself.The Top Secret . . When you say “I AM,” you are announcing the Presence of
God within you,as explained in the third chapter of Exodus. “I AM” means Pure Being, Life,
Awareness, Self-Originating Spirit, Unconditioned Consciousness. In other words, it is a secret
to millions of people, because they don’t know that when they say “I AM,” they are proclaiming
the Presence of God within them. It is called “Om” in India, and many chant the word “Om” as a
mantra. It is important that you know the meaning of the word “Om” before using it. In Sanskrit,
mantra means an instrument of thought.The Top Secret . . When you say “I AM,” you are
announcing the Presence of God within you,as explained in the third chapter of Exodus. “I AM”
means Pure Being, Life, Awareness, Self-Originating Spirit, Unconditioned Consciousness. In
other words, it is a secret to millions of people, because they don’t know that when they say “I
AM,” they are proclaiming the Presence of God within them. It is called “Om” in India, and many
chant the word “Om” as a mantra. It is important that you know the meaning of the word “Om”
before using it. In Sanskrit, mantra means an instrument of thought.Woman is a continuing
symbol throughout the Bible for this reason:Woman stands for the human soul. From a
metaphysical point of view the Woman is not just Eve, or Mary, or Jezebel, or any particular
person. Woman signifies the human soul your soul . . or as psychology expresses it, the psyche
or mind. That is represented by Woman, and the history of Woman in the Bible is the history of
your soul, and one of the keys to your destiny.The soul is not the divine part of you. This divine
part is the "I AM," "Pneuma," which we will consider later. Your soul expresses itself as your
personality, and that includes everything in the conscious and subconscious mind. So it is the
changing personality, the psyche, which is represented by Woman in the Bible.The whole of
history is really the story of the human soul, always changing, either getting better or getting
worse. It is a receptive thing . . this constant change in your thought . . as you either allow the
spiritual power, the "I AM," to govern, or you let the lower self have sway. So, WOMAN IS THE
SOUL.Woman is a continuing symbol throughout the Bible for this reason:Woman stands for the
human soul. From a metaphysical point of view the Woman is not just Eve, or Mary, or Jezebel,



or any particular person. Woman signifies the human soul your soul . . or as psychology
expresses it, the psyche or mind. That is represented by Woman, and the history of Woman in
the Bible is the history of your soul, and one of the keys to your destiny.The soul is not the divine
part of you. This divine part is the "I AM," "Pneuma," which we will consider later. Your soul
expresses itself as your personality, and that includes everything in the conscious and
subconscious mind. So it is the changing personality, the psyche, which is represented by
Woman in the Bible.The whole of history is really the story of the human soul, always changing,
either getting better or getting worse. It is a receptive thing . . this constant change in your
thought . . as you either allow the spiritual power, the "I AM," to govern, or you let the lower self
have sway. So, WOMAN IS THE SOUL.It is not, I will be master, but it is, I AM master. It is not, I
will succeed, but it is, I AM success. It is not, I will have health, but it is, I AM health, wholeness,
perfection. I AM all life, all intelligence, all good, all glory, for the only "I" there is, is "I AM That I
AM." God, Father, Son, Christ, Jesus, Life, I, Intelligence, Soul, Spirit, Love, Being, One, Totality,
are-synonymous terms, all meaning ,the one God, the one I AM, for besides this, there is none
else.It is not, I will be master, but it is, I AM master. It is not, I will succeed, but it is, I AM success.
It is not, I will have health, but it is, I AM health, wholeness, perfection. I AM all life, all
intelligence, all good, all glory, for the only "I" there is, is "I AM That I AM." God, Father, Son,
Christ, Jesus, Life, I, Intelligence, Soul, Spirit, Love, Being, One, Totality, are-synonymous terms,
all meaning ,the one God, the one I AM, for besides this, there is none else.So when you say, "I
AM poor, sick or weak; I AM not one with the Creative Mind," you are using that creative power
to keep yourself away from the Infinite; and just as soon as you declare that you are one with
God, there is a rushing out to meet you, as the Father rushed out to meet the prodigal son. "The
Spirit seeketh," but as long as your mind thinks in the terms of conditions you cannot overcome.
The difficulty comes from our inability to see our own Divine nature, and its relation to the
Universe. Until we awake to the fact that we are one in nature with God, we will not find the way
of life; until we realize that our own word has the power of life we will not see the way of life; and
this brings us to the consideration of the use of the Word in our lives.So when you say, "I AM
poor, sick or weak; I AM not one with the Creative Mind," you are using that creative power to
keep yourself away from the Infinite; and just as soon as you declare that you are one with God,
there is a rushing out to meet you, as the Father rushed out to meet the prodigal son. "The Spirit
seeketh," but as long as your mind thinks in the terms of conditions you cannot overcome. The
difficulty comes from our inability to see our own Divine nature, and its relation to the Universe.
Until we awake to the fact that we are one in nature with God, we will not find the way of life; until
we realize that our own word has the power of life we will not see the way of life; and this brings
us to the consideration of the use of the Word in our lives.There is something within us that is
greater than things,and it is our privilege to claim the power of that something now. "I have
overcome the world now, and every soul may live in Me now." That means emancipation now for
all who will receive it. Freedom is not for some other world, but for the life we are living today. We
are not required to live in tribulation at any time during present existence; the way to complete



emancipation is before us at all times. I AM the way. Whoever will transcend personal
consciousness and enter into the consciousness of “I AM” will enter that life that is not of this
world, and he will gain that power that can overcome anything that may exist in this world.There
is something within us that is greater than things,and it is our privilege to claim the power of that
something now. "I have overcome the world now, and every soul may live in Me now." That
means emancipation now for all who will receive it. Freedom is not for some other world, but for
the life we are living today. We are not required to live in tribulation at any time during present
existence; the way to complete emancipation is before us at all times. I AM the way. Whoever will
transcend personal consciousness and enter into the consciousness of “I AM” will enter that life
that is not of this world, and he will gain that power that can overcome anything that may exist in
this world.Think of the bigness of things in the universe,think of the number of grains of sand, the
profusion of all life, and never again limit anything. All is yours to use. Jesus would never have
become the Christ unless he had had the courage to say, "Behold, I AM He." You will never
attain until in some degree you are able to say the same thing of yourself.Think of the bigness of
things in the universe,think of the number of grains of sand, the profusion of all life, and never
again limit anything. All is yours to use. Jesus would never have become the Christ unless he
had had the courage to say, "Behold, I AM He." You will never attain until in some degree you are
able to say the same thing of yourself.This Power that now moves through us in its Ninth
Dimension of Divine Universal Brotherhoodis invisible, dynamic and dramatic in its ability to
create from the invisible Source held within its own heart. It is self-sustaining, self-renewing, and
nothing is impossible to it. It contains the invisible Substance to mold into all outer creations, just
as the atom holds invisible Power within itself. Nothing on earth can withstand the irresistible
movement of this mighty Power or its ability to change every cell, every condition, every thought
and action into itself. It is already perfect, and it can and does absorb all imperfections into itself
as it moves, forth, undiluted by man’s ignorance and unhindered by man’s interference. This is
the Mind of God in action as man. It is a miracle. Our thinking, our desires and our plans must
change the instant we move up to where it is found. We contact this Power when we move into
our own Garden of Eden, the "I AM" center of consciousness, where this Almighty Power of God
embraces and enfolds us.This Power that now moves through us in its Ninth Dimension of
Divine Universal Brotherhoodis invisible, dynamic and dramatic in its ability to create from the
invisible Source held within its own heart. It is self-sustaining, self-renewing, and nothing is
impossible to it. It contains the invisible Substance to mold into all outer creations, just as the
atom holds invisible Power within itself. Nothing on earth can withstand the irresistible movement
of this mighty Power or its ability to change every cell, every condition, every thought and action
into itself. It is already perfect, and it can and does absorb all imperfections into itself as it
moves, forth, undiluted by man’s ignorance and unhindered by man’s interference. This is the
Mind of God in action as man. It is a miracle. Our thinking, our desires and our plans must
change the instant we move up to where it is found. We contact this Power when we move into
our own Garden of Eden, the "I AM" center of consciousness, where this Almighty Power of God



embraces and enfolds us.If you contemplate Me, the I AM, as the God within,then you will know
that the limitations of the human personality are broken. Be still. Let me reveal myself to you . . in
a way which will cause you to know the Allness of the Kingdom here and now.If you contemplate
Me, the I AM, as the God within,then you will know that the limitations of the human personality
are broken. Be still. Let me reveal myself to you . . in a way which will cause you to know the
Allness of the Kingdom here and now.Jesus established the identity of the Father as man’s
awareness of being.“I and My Father are one, but My Father is greater than I”. I AM one with all
that I AM conscious of being. I AM greater than that which I AM aware of being. The creator is
ever greater than his creation.Jesus established the identity of the Father as man’s awareness of
being.“I and My Father are one, but My Father is greater than I”. I AM one with all that I AM
conscious of being. I AM greater than that which I AM aware of being. The creator is ever greater
than his creation.So long as the Word exists the thing will exist, for since the Word is All-
Powerthere is nothing beside It. “I AM That I AM, and beside me there is none other." This “I AM"
is Spirit, God, All. There is no physical explanation for anything in the universe; all causation is
Spirit and all effect spiritual. We are not living in a physical world but in a spiritual world peopled
with spiritual ideas. We are now living in Spirit.So long as the Word exists the thing will exist, for
since the Word is All-Powerthere is nothing beside It. “I AM That I AM, and beside me there is
none other." This “I AM" is Spirit, God, All. There is no physical explanation for anything in the
universe; all causation is Spirit and all effect spiritual. We are not living in a physical world but in
a spiritual world peopled with spiritual ideas. We are now living in Spirit.No matter how kind and
useful I make my conducttoward an individual, if in my secret heart I AM criticizing him severely
and condemning him, I must expect criticism and condemnation from others as my portion.No
matter how kind and useful I make my conducttoward an individual, if in my secret heart I AM
criticizing him severely and condemning him, I must expect criticism and condemnation from
others as my portion.My superconscious mind is the essence and form of the Infinite in me.It is
that part of me which is pure Divinity. In this Superconscious Self the perfect pattern of my life is
wrought. All my efforts in living a good life help to bring this divine pattern into expression
through the subconscious, out into conscious expression. That is the purpose of my life, to bring
this slumbering divinity deep within the soul of me into expression in all my ways. This is the
purpose of all life. Affirmations and efforts to do good give this divinity, this I AM of me, a chance
to express over all the negative conditions of the subconscious and conscious parts of me.My
superconscious mind is the essence and form of the Infinite in me.It is that part of me which is
pure Divinity. In this Superconscious Self the perfect pattern of my life is wrought. All my efforts in
living a good life help to bring this divine pattern into expression through the subconscious, out
into conscious expression. That is the purpose of my life, to bring this slumbering divinity deep
within the soul of me into expression in all my ways. This is the purpose of all life. Affirmations
and efforts to do good give this divinity, this I AM of me, a chance to express over all the negative
conditions of the subconscious and conscious parts of me.Each person is a movement of Infinity
on the screen of space. You gravitate to your parents according to the tone or mood of parents at



the moment of conception. In other words, you are the Infinite Spirit appearing as a child in the
home of your parents. Quimby said it correctly when he said, “You are a Spirit now. You were
always a Spirit. When will you cease to be a Spirit?” You are conditioned as John Jones to
believe yourself to be a man, certain age, carpenter, American, etc. Actually, you are I AM (God)
appearing in the form of man of a certain age, race and profession. It is the One Being appearing
as many. Mozart’s father didn’t have to know music. The I AM within you produces anything and
everything.Each person is a movement of Infinity on the screen of space. You gravitate to your
parents according to the tone or mood of parents at the moment of conception. In other words,
you are the Infinite Spirit appearing as a child in the home of your parents. Quimby said it
correctly when he said, “You are a Spirit now. You were always a Spirit. When will you cease to
be a Spirit?” You are conditioned as John Jones to believe yourself to be a man, certain age,
carpenter, American, etc. Actually, you are I AM (God) appearing in the form of man of a certain
age, race and profession. It is the One Being appearing as many. Mozart’s father didn’t have to
know music. The I AM within you produces anything and everything.Commands, to be effective,
must be to oneself.“I AM That I AM” is the only effective command. “I AM the Lord and beside
Me there is none else”. You cannot command that which is not. As there is no other, you must
command yourself to be that which you would have appear.Commands, to be effective, must be
to oneself.“I AM That I AM” is the only effective command. “I AM the Lord and beside Me there is
none else”. You cannot command that which is not. As there is no other, you must command
yourself to be that which you would have appear."I of myself can do nothing," . . the mind, the
body,the form, the character in the dream, the picture on the screen can do nothing. But I AM,
which is All-in-all, which is without beginning and end, . . this "I" is Truth and can do all because it
is all."I of myself can do nothing," . . the mind, the body,the form, the character in the dream, the
picture on the screen can do nothing. But I AM, which is All-in-all, which is without beginning and
end, . . this "I" is Truth and can do all because it is all.
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Misskofee, “The Powerful meaning and explaining the I AM should wake us all from the dead.
Wow… wow! praise and Glory to HIS Holy NameThere are no words in any dictionary to express
my feeling now after I received and read the information that only GOD the I AM sent my way in
this book, I was ready to chew and swallow every word in it.... I am breathless..I’ve been reading
and searching everywhere for this information forever, and at 72, wow, Amazing grace! Now, I
can take care of my own I AM declaration and change my outlook and stay connected to I AM
forever.”

Cubban, “Masterpiece Hidden in Plain Sight. This gem is a masterpiece. It's one of those little
books you don't hear about that's worth gold in every sense of the word. The author, David Allen,
put a lot of research, thought, and care in writing this book. One can tell that this was truly written
by a man who is enlightened.The information of this book is life changing. I am not exaggerating
nor stretching out the impact this book will have on its readers. I am being candid. If one
diligently reads this book, pauses, and thinks, the inevitable result of the information contained in
this text will change his or her life.The messages in this book are so profound, emotional, and
intense, that I often find myself hugging this little book. One can never define God in words or
language but this book is the closest I've found to a description of the infinite consciousness
people refer to as the almighty.Did this book change my life? Absolutely.... It has aided in the
growth of my relationship with the spirit or christ consciousness in me. It has expanded my
already large admiration for God, and more importantly, it has bought more peace into my
life.Therefore, I urge you, buy a copy today. When it arrives, take your time reading this book.
Stop often, think about the message given, formulate examples in your head, and then resume
your reading.”

Gloria Figueroa, “God is good. This was a gift for my son and he’s enjoying reading it”

Aria, “I 'get it' now!. This is really powerful stuff. I've been doing A Course in Miracles for the last
three months and things I've read about for decades have been (finally!) sinking in with
meaning. An interesting series of events over a half hour brought me to discover this book while
looking for another similarly titled one for a friend who had asked. I'm glad it caught my eye. I'm
glad I bought the Kindle edition so I could start reading it right away.Everything in this inspired
book is edited to the essentials for the sole purpose of the book's title. I have recognized some
passages from books I've read over the years. Some are dazzlingly new. All are on point. The
first few pages brought it home for me and each page more drove it deeper. The tone, quality,
and direction of my prayer life has completely changed. I know who I am. I know what I'm for.I
can see that the reading I've done over the last half year have been bringing to this point. This is
the book that Spirit directed to me to bring it together.  I'm so grateful.”



beverly, “A powerful book!. I loved David Allen's book "The power of I am" It is a very well written
book . For a beginner like me, I found it easy to read. I also found the book packed with
information. As a new student of metaphysics the booked helped me understand the
metaphorical meaning behind bible verses that I had only understood literally. As I read and
reread each chapter I understood it on a deeper and deeper level. David's dedication to
researching this subject is amazing. Its very obvious that he walks his talk! This is a book to be
read for years to come . I am honored to have David's book in my collection and I eagerly await
the next book in the series .”

Kelly Williams, “Excellent Book on "I AM". I really like this book. Every page contains awesome
quotes from various New Thought authors. My only wish is that, if a second edition is published,
they include with each quote the New Thought author they are quoting. I recognized some
quotes; others, I did not. I, personally, like to go back to the original work from which the quote
was taken, and read the entire piece. Other than that, this is a great book on the power of I AM.”

WXX, “THE POWER OF I AM. An Illuminating Educational Piece For Immediate Application!
Thank you David for curating the work of so many contributors into a single source for ease of
insight and application. To my fellow readers please apply as and after your readings!”

Fritz Miller, “Rocketed Into Another Dimension... After reading the "Healing Light" by Agnes
Sanford and applying Faster EFT and learning to rise above the duality illusion delusion that we
believe ourselves to be trapped in "The Power of I Am" gives us a new dimension to play in.The
big book of AA talks about being rocketed into the 4th dimension---this book does that and
more..”

SANDRA DWYER, “Powerful read. This is a great book for anyone who is wishing to develop
their 'higher self'. Very enlightening book that offers the reader powerful affirmations,heightens
their self esteem whilst raising their vibrations. It  reveals yourself to yourself....”

jjw, “Fantastic book!. Fantastic book!!!! Just full of aha's, insights, helps you understand the
power of I AM better and easily. A book I'm so glad I bought...An old message in a modern
language. Brilliant book.”

Juliette Westbrook-Finch, author of 'Rafa in Rhyme' about Nadal, “GREAT, INSPIRING READ.
Inspiring -Some quotes speak volumes to me. Great to dip into when you need a reminder!”

james findlay, “Five Stars. Excellent book”

Ebook Library Reader, “Five Stars. Excellent !!!!!!”
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